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Diboson and Multiboson physics at the LHC
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✦  Precision test of the standard model (SM) at the TeV 
scale. 

✦  Understanding these processes is important for 
background estimations needed for many measurements.  

✦  Allows constraints to be set on many exotic models 
through the study of cross-sections, triple and quartic 
gauge boson couplings (TGC and QGC) vertices.  

V

V



Multiboson measurement strategy
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✦Measure cross sections within fiducial region :

✦Extrapolate to the total cross section : 

✦Study unfolded differential distributions and probe high momentum events for anomalous 
TGC’s and QGC’s (aTGC’s and aQGC’s).

CVV - ratio of # 
measured events to 
# events in fiducial 

region 

AVV - ratio of events 
in fiducial region to 

total region 

 - Branching ratio

 - integrated 
luminosity

Charged couplings : γWW, ZWW, WWZZ, WWZγ, WWγγ - allowed within the SM.

Neutral couplings : ZZγ, γγZ, ZZZ, ZZγγ, Zγγγ - Not allowed within the SM.
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Intro to aTGC/aQGCs and Parameterisation

✦Effective Lagrangians can be used to probe for new physics at energy scale Λ in a model 
independent way. 

 - operators of dimension 
mass4+n

- coupling coefficients

✦Assume Λ lies above energy range of experiments.

✦Expanding up to dim.6 and including only CP conserving couplings - couplings for WWV vertex. 

✦Additional couplings for QGC’s and neutral couplings from dim.8 operators.



Multiboson measurements at ATLAS
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Diboson Triboson
✦  Preceding talks    - Di-boson production at the LHC (Lara Iglesias)

                           - Multi-boson production, vector boson fusion & scattering processes at the LHC (Emily Nurse)
✦  Succeeding talks  - Diboson and multiboson results with CMS (Nate Woods)

                           - Vector boson scattering and fusion results from ATLAS and CMS (Qiang Li)
                    

✦W+W-➝l+νl-ν

✦W±Z➝l±νl±l∓

✦Zγ, Zγγ (Z➝l±l∓ or vv)

New
8 TeV

13 TeV

✦ZZ➝4l 

✦WZ➝l±νl±l∓



W+W-➝l+νl-ν measurements at 8 TeV 
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✦W+W-➝l+νl-ν (W decay to e± or μ± + ν), jet veto applied to suppress top quark background.

✦Measurements of σfid, σtot, differential distributions and limits set on aTGC’s.

✦Background ~20-30% dominated by top quark backgrounds (ttbar and single top)

✦Prediction generally undershoots data but the shapes show agreement up to the level of ±15%.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.01702

W+W-➝e±νμ±ν 
W+W-➝e±νμ±ν 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.01702


W+W-➝l+νl-ν measurements at 8 TeV 
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✦Systematically dominated measurement.

✦Dominated by uncertainties due to jet energy scale (~4%) and knowledge of W+jets 
background (~3%)

NNLO



W±Z➝l±νl±l∓ measurements at 8 TeV 
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http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.092004 (**) Details shown on slide 30, also see talk by Qiang Li.

✦W±Z➝l±νl±l∓ (decay to e± or μ±) - on shell Z boson, additional lepton and high        (>30 GeV).
✦Measurements of σfid, σtot, σ(W+Z)/σ(W-Z), differential distributions and limits set on aTGC’s.
✦  (**) Search for VBS WZ and aQGC’s limits set in VBS phase space.
✦Background ~20% dominated by misidentified leptons and ZZ.

http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.092004


W±Z➝l±νl±l∓ measurements at 8 TeV 
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✦σfid, σtot - statistical and systematic uncertainties ~ equal. σ(W+Z)/σ(W-Z) - stats dominated. 

✦Systematics dominated by electron Id. efficiency, muon reco. efficiency and knowledge of mis. 
Id background.

✦Dominant theory uncertainty due to QCD scale uncertainty.
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Limits on charged aTGC couplings at 8 TeV 
✦aTGC limits on charged couplings shown for WZ and WW 8 TeV analysis.

✦All limits consistent with the SM.  

✦ATLAS limits similar to or improving on LEP limits. 

WZ 8 TeV limits 
WW 8 TeV limits 

(**) Full list of references for these results available on slide 32



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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✦Leptonic decay modes of the Z (to e+e-, μ+μ-, νν) with associated γ + X or γγ + X.

✦Events selected with high ET,γ. Inclusive and exclusive selection made on ‘X’.

✦Measurements of σfid made in fiducial regions, limits set on aTGC’s (Zγ) and aQGC’s (Zγγ). 

✦Backgrounds dominated by photon misidentification. 

-

https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.05232v1

Z(ee)γ

Z(vv)γ

https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.05232v1


Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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✦Generally syst. (stat.) dominated measurement in Zγ (Zγγ). 

✦Dominant systematics vary between channels - generally photon Id. , EM energy scale and 
lepton isolation and impact parameter selection efficiency.

Channel (**) l+l-γ (excl) l+l-γγ (excl.) ννγ ννγγ

σfid deviation from 
SM prediction 

< +1σ (-1σ)
(NNLO)

~ +1.7σ (+0.9σ)
(NLO)

< -1σ
(NNLO)

~ +1.2σ
(NLO)

llγ Inclusive llγ Exclusive vvγ Inclusive

(**) Full list of fiducial measurements available on slide 38
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Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 

✦aTGC (Zγγ and ZZγ couplings) and aQGC limits (ZZγγ and Zγγγ couplings) set. 

✦Limits set on CP conserving coefficients for dim.8 expansions of effective Lagrangian. 



ZZ➝4l Production at 13 TeV
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✦ZZ→4l (decay to e± or μ± pairs) with 2 on-shell Z bosons (66 GeV<mZ<116 GeV).

✦Measurements of σfid, σtot .

✦Small background ~1% - largest contributions from ttZ and misidentified leptons.

14

http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.101801

4e 2e2μ 4μ
N.Events 15 30 18

✦Total of 63 events observed.

http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.101801


ZZ➝4l Production at 13 TeV
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✦Currently a statistically limited measurement.

✦Systematics are dominated by uncertainties on scale factors used to correct lepton reco. 
and Id. efficiencies, and the difference between the MC generators used to model the 
signal processes.



W±Z➝l±νl±l∓ Production at 13 TeV
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✦Similar selection to the 8 TeV analysis. 

✦Measurements of σfid, σtot, σ(W+Z)/σ(W-Z) and differential distributions.

✦Background ~20% dominated by misidentified leptons and ZZ.
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W±Z➝l±νl±l∓ Production at 13 TeV
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✦Currently a statistically limited measurement.

✦Dominant systematic from knowledge of  lepton 
mis.Id background.

✦Prediction compared to both NLO and NNLO 
predictions.

NLO Prediction

NLO Prediction



Summary
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Many new interesting measurements have been made since last year!

- Many analysis stand to gain from the increased statistics in 2016

✦Cross section measurements at both 8 and 13 TeV.

✦New aTGC and aQGC limits 

set at 8TeV.

✦Differential distributions 

studied at 8 TeV and 13 

TeV with new theoretical 

precision! 



Back-up Material
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Intro to aTGC/aQGCs and Parameterisation
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✦The SM is a general theory where all operators are restricted to be of mass dimension 4 or 
less.

✦ It is possible to extend this theory by adding operators of higher dimension - this is an Effective 
Field Theory (EFT) 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.4231v1.pdf

Λ - scale of new 
physics

 - dimension 6 
operators

- coefficients to 
parameterise the strength 

to which new physics 
couples to SM particles. 

CP conserving dim.6 operators Conversion to coefficients from effective 
Lagrangian formulation.

Similarly with dim.8 operators give rise to aTQGC vertices.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.4231v1.pdf


WW Production at 8 TeV
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Pre Selection :

✦  Single electron/muon trigger (iso 24 GeV or 60 GeV/ 24 GeV loose or 36 GeV), el-μ, di-el, di-μ. 
✦  |η| < 2.47 excluding crack (e), |η| < 2.4 (μ).
✦  Very tight electrons.
✦  Combined muons. 
✦  Electron removed within ΔR < 0.1 of selected muon.
✦  Muons removed if within ΔR < 0.3 of selected jet.

✦  Jets :  pT >25 GeV, |η| < 4.5, removed if within ΔR < 0.3 of selected electron.
✦  Jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4 ; JVF > 0.5. 

WW Selection :

✦  2 oppositely charged leptons; pT,lead > 25 GeV pT,sublead > 20 GeV.
✦  reject events with more leptons pT > 7 GeV
✦ml,l > 10 GeV (15 GeV) for eμ (ee/μμ)
✦ee/μμ - reject events with invariant mass within 15 GeV of mZ
✦ETmiss,rel > 15 GeV (45 GeV) for eμ (ee/μμ)
✦PTmiss > 20 GeV (45 GeV) for eμ (ee/μμ)
✦  Δφ(ETmiss, PTmiss) < 0.6 (0.3) for eμ (ee/μμ)
✦  Events must contain no selected jets



WW Production at 8 TeV
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Fiducial region : 



WW Production at 8 TeV
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Backgrounds :

✦Main background from ttbar and single top - estimated with data driven approach using control 
regions, Shape from MC normalisation using data.

✦  Drell-Yan -  Shape from MC normalised using data. 
✦W+jets - Data drive approach, estimating the number of fakes leptons form jets.
✦Diboson background has a small contribution - estimated with MC.

In eμ channel W+jets and Drell-Yan have similar contributions, in ee/μμ Drell-yan is much larger. 



WW Production at 8 TeV
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Systematics : 
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✦  Limits set on aTGC’s in multiple scenarios : 

W+W-➝l+νl-ν measurements at 8 TeV 



WZ Production at 8 TeV
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Pre Selection :

✦  Electron and Muon triggers (iso 24 GeV) or (60 GeV (e) and 36 GeV (μ)).
✦  Require primary vertex with at least 3 tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV
✦PT > 15 GeV leptons 
✦ |η| < 2.5 (2.47 excl. crack) muons (electrons). 
✦Z0sinθ < 0.5mm, d0 significance < 3σ (6σ) muons (electrons)
✦All objects isolated
✦Electron removed within ΔR < 0.1 of selected muon.

✦ Jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4 ; JVF > 0.5.
✦Removed if within ΔR < 0.3 of selected electron or muon.

WZ Selection :

✦Reject events with > 3 leptons with PT > 7 GeV
✦One lepton matched t triggered object with PT > 

25 GeV.
✦one SFOS pair of leptons with |ml,l - mZ,PDG| <10 

GeV, closest pair to mZ,PDG chosen.
✦W lep : PT > 20 GeV, tighter identification and 

isolation
✦mT,W > 30 GeV

VBS Selection : (WZ Selection + )

✦2 jets pT >30 GeV, |η| < 4.5.
✦mjj > 500 GeV
✦Removed if within ΔR < 0.3 of selected electron 

or muon.



WZ Production at 8 TeV
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Backgrounds :

✦Reducible (non prompt leptons) and irreducible backgrounds (misidentified prompt leptons) 

✦Reducible : Z+jets, Zγ ttbar and WW. Background estimated using data driven approach (global 
matrix method.) - corresponds to about 50% of total background

✦ Irreducible : ZZ tt+V, VVV, tZ(j). Estimated with MC. Dominant contribution from ZZ which is 
~70% of irreducible. ZZ validated using control regions in data.

✦VBS : WZjj-QCD (~70%) and tZj



WZ Production at 8 TeV
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Fiducial Selection:



WZ Production at 8 TeV
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Systematics : 



WZ Production at 8 TeV
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Expectation : 0.13 ± 0.01 fb from VBFNLO. 

VBS and aQGC : 

Probe new phase space not available from 
WWjj analysis



WZ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Charged coupling references
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CMS WV 7 TeV
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjc%2Fs10052-013-2283-3

CMS WW 8 TeV

ATLAS WZ 7 TeV

ATLAS WZ 8 TeV

http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03268

ATLAS WV 7 TeV

ATLAS WW 8 TeV

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP01(2015)049

http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.01702

http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02151

http://arxiv.org/abs/1208.1390

http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.85.112005

D0 combination

LEP combination
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1302.3415v4.pdf

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjc%2Fs10052-013-2283-3
http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03268
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP01(2015)049
http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.01702
http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02151
http://arxiv.org/abs/1208.1390
http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.85.112005
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1302.3415v4.pdf


Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Selection l+l-γ+X l+l-γγ+X ννγ+X ννγγ+X

ET,γ 
(GeV) 15 15 130 22

Selection :

✦Require primary vertex with at least 3 tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV
✦ |η|<2.47 (e), |η|<2.37 (γ) and |η|<2.5 (μ) - crack region excluded 
✦Both converted and unconverted γ used in analysis.
✦Z0sinθ < 0.5mm, d0 significance < 3σ (6σ) muons (electrons)
✦muon pT > 25 GeV
✦All objects isolated (for specific definitions see note)

✦ Jet pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 4.5
✦ Jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4 ; JVF > 0.5. 
✦ Jets removed if within ΔR > 0.4 of lepton/γ

Lepton channels
Neutrino channels

✦One SFOS pair
✦mll > 40 GeV
✦Overlap removal for e within ΔR > 0.1 of 

selected muon.
✦γ removed if within ΔR > 0.7(0.4) of selected 

lepton for llγ (llγγ).
✦ΔR(γγ) > 0.4 for llγγ

✦ET,miss >100 GeV
✦Δφ(pT,miss, γ) > π/2

pT,miss - vector of 
momentum 
inbalance in the 
transverse plane

ννγγ

✦ET,miss >110 GeV
✦ΔR(γγ) > 0.4
✦Δφ(pT,miss, γ) > 5π/6

 ννγ

✦Reject events with leptons

 both



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Backgrounds : 

✦ llγ/llγγ - Dominated by events with hadronic jets containing γ from π0 and η decays being 
misidentified as prompt γ (Z+jets/Zγ+jets) - estimated with data driven sideband approach. 

          - Other backgrounds ttγ, WZ, ττγ/ττγγ (<1.5%)

✦ννγ/ννγγ - Many sources ; events with prompt γ and mis-measured jet momenta misidentified 
causing missing transverse momentum (dominant in inclusive measurement), no signal EWK 
processes with partial detection (eg W(lv)γ), events with ET,miss and misidentified photons (Zvv 
or W(ev) ). - estimated mainly with data driven approaches   

          - Other backgrounds ττγ/ττγγ (<1.5%)



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Event yields Z(ll)γ + X : 

Event yields Z(ll)γγ + X : 



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Extended fiducial regions : 



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Event yields Z(νν)γ + X : 

Event yields Z(νν)γγ + X : 



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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Cross sections :



Zγ and Zγγ measurements at 8 TeV 
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aTGC Limits : 

aQGC Limits : 



ZZ➝4l Production at 13 TeV
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Fiducial Selection :

✦Prompt leptons used, dressed with prompt photons within ΔR < 0.1
✦Leptons must be well separated ΔR > 0.2
✦Lepton pT > 20 GeV, |η| <2.7
✦Exactly 4 leptons in event, with 2 SFOS pairs, allows 4 channels : 4e, 4μ, 2e2μ.
✦ In 4e and 4μ, pairing that minimises |mll,a - mZ| + |mll,b - mZ| chosen

40

Candidate Events - Same as above with small changes :

✦Z0sinθ < 0.5mm, d0 significance < 3σ (5σ) muons (electrons)
✦Events pass single muon or dielectron trigger
✦Electrons - |η| < 2.47
✦Muons - one muon with |η| < 2.4 (for triggering), rest |η| < 2.7
✦ Ignore event if >1 muon is calo-tagged or standalone.



ZZ➝4l Production at 13 TeV
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Background Contributions (small) :

✦ZZ with one Z→ττ - 0.07 ± 0.02
✦Non-hadronic triboson processes - 0.17 ± 0.05
✦ ttZ - 0.3 ± 0.09
✦Z, WW, WZ, ttbar, ZZ, qqbar where jet/γ fakes 

lepton (Data driven - CR) - 0.09 +(-) 1.08(-0.04)
✦Total : 0.62 +(-) 1.08(-0.04)

41

Dominant Systematics : 

✦Uncertainties on SF’ to correct for lepton identification and reconstruction efficiencies in MC.
✦Choice of MC generator. 



Diphoton spectra 13 TeV 
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✦ Isolated diphoton pairs, 

✦ Inclusive mγγ, pT,γγ and Δφγγ spectra measured 
with first 6.4 pb-1 of data.


